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1. Past Cases Review in 2015
2. Growing demand for more support and 

safety in ministry because:
▪ Ministers being stretched more thinly and getting 

burnt out and ill

▪ Mission context is changing which demands thought 
about how to be faithful and effective as well as hard 
decisions

▪ Isolated behaviour can lead to inattentive practice that 
puts vulnerable people and practitioners at risk



 Conference 2015 approved 23 recommendations including 
structured supervision for ordained ministers

 October 2015 Council approved a draft policy and a pilot in two 
districts.

 May 2016-February 2017 District Chairs trained and begin being 
supervised

 October-December 2016 Pilot evaluated

 Interim policy approved by Ministries Committee, SRC and Council

 1 June 2017 Connexional Director of Supervision appointed

 Interim Policy before the Conference of 2017



https://www.methodist.org.uk/for-
churches/ministry/supervision/being-supervised/

https://www.methodist.org.uk/for-
churches/ministry/supervision/about-supervision/



http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pastoral+care+in+schools&view=detailv2&&id=29FBE26D493B4E95B9D30CBDA46572A6B2DF7AC3&selectedIndex=149&ccid=rcNVL69i&simid=608027276946768552&thid=OIP.Madc3552faf62139d0bea0c10366577e3o0


 Own story and journey
 Symbol or object that signifies ‘holy 

presence’ or ‘holy conversations’
 Significance of hearing, being heard and 

listening and being listened to



‘supervision as it is being adopted by the 
Methodist Church is understood as an 
exploratory and reflective process in which one 
or more ministry practitioners meet together 
with a trained, resourced and approved 
supervisor to reflect on their vocation and 
practice.’ 

(Interim Supervision Policy 2017-20)



 What is reflection and 
how do you know when 
you are doing it?

 Why is reflection on the 
practice of ministry 
considered to be 
valuable?

 Who might that 
reflection benefit?

 What is the most fruitful 
piece of reflection you 
have been party to?

 What made it fruitful?



 Allows time for 
responding rather than 
reacting

 Goes deeper into things
 Generates questions
 Builds self awareness
 Invites the perspectives 

of different others
 Involves both detail and 

big picture
 Is in the service of others
 Is future focused
 Is life long



 What is and is not 
implied by the notion of 
exploring?

 What sorts of questions 
are exploratory 
questions?

 What dimensions of 
ministry and mission are 
there to explore?

 What are the benefits 
and limitations of seeing 
supervision as 
exploratory?



 Not leaping to answers
 Not having prematurely 

fixed outcomes
 Assuming there are things 

we both don’t yet know …
 Taking different 

perspectives from which to 
view the territory – yours, 
mine, theirs, aerial?

 Asking why and how as 
well as what

 Reviewing our findings and 
evaluating their usefulness 
for the future



“Studies have demonstrated that one of the 
most effective safeguards within
organisations or professional settings is to 
provide frequent, open and supportive
supervision of staff.”

Extract from the National Crime Agency paper CEOP Thematic Assessment The 

Foundations of Abuse: a thematic assessment of the risk of child sexual abuse by adults 

in institutions. 2012. Accessed 02/02/17: 

www.ceop.police.uk/Documents/ceopdocs/CEOPThreatA_2012_190612_web.pdf



It was not argued in the 2015 Report that 
supervision would be a panacea that would
on its own eliminate abuse from church life, but 
that it would be a key tool, alongside
others such as a new Code of Conduct for 
ministers, that would help to change a
culture from one which is often one of isolated and 
vulnerable practice, to one of accountability, 
support and more safety both for ministers and for 
those amongst whom they work. (ISP 2.1)



 A realistic means of 
accountability for those 
in full connexion who 
exercise ministry under 
the discipline of the 
Methodist Conference

 An embodied expression 
of the Conference’s duty 
of care to those in full 
connexion with it







 …. the dimensions of those aspects that 
enable clear, defined and well articulated 
purspose/intent, viz. three-legged stool; 

 Formative: role it plays in learning & development

 Restorative: creating space for affirmation and 
recovery as well as being encouraged

 Normative: willingness to embrace and establish 
rules & boundaries for the supervision process and 
signing up to a supervision covenant



Golden Crucifixion by Norman Adams



 God happens in an interweaving 
flow of relationships like those 
between a father and a son, 
opened up and deepened by 
currents of the Spirit. 
(Paul Fiddes, p 281)

 ‘Surely there are works of 
mercy, as well as works of piety, 
which are real means of grace.’ 
(John Wesley)



Having heard these things…

 What do you hope?

 What do you fear?

 How will you approach supervision yourself as a 
supervisee?

 What will you be asking from anyone who offers 
supervision to you?



The Greenwhich Foot Tunnel model

In Practice  - GFT model



GFT – model:

 

Greenwich Foot Tunnel Model of Supervision| © J Leach 2016 

 
 

 

   

2  Supervisor and supervisee 
spend time eliciting the agenda 
and focusing the question to be 
addressed:   
A  What are you bringing today?  
B  What do you hope to gain 
from exploring this issue here?  
C Why this? Why now? Why 
here? 
Is there anything the supervisor 
needs to bring onto the agenda? 
Are there any areas of risk to be 
named? 

4.  Supervisor and supervisee spend time exploring the question to be 
addressed:   
A  Tell me/Show me  B  I notice/I wonder 
C  What do you notice/wonder? 

6.  Supervisor and 
supervisee spend time 
bridging from the 
exploration to the 
supervisee’s context   
A  Where are you now 
compared with what you 
hoped at the outset? 
B  What are the next steps?  
C  what rehearsal might help 
you enact what you’ve 
worked on here? 

The Greenwich Foot Tunnel allows pedestrians to cross the Thames. It involves 
entering a domed circular building and descending a staircase. Once at the 
bottom, there is a shallow ‘v’ to walk before ascending the staircase at the 
other side and going on your way out through another domed rotunda. The 
role of the supervisor is to help the supervisee make this journey successfully 
and in sequence, allowing proper time for each step, monitoring at each stage 
that the time is being used to serve the agreed focus once this is established. 
Note the spiral nature of steps 2 and 6 and the time that might be needed for 
these two stages of the journey.  Note also the symmetry of the picture:  
question 6A cannot be asked if question 2B has been missed. Key processes 
are in bold. It might be useful to make explicit with your supervisee that this is 
shape of the process you are following, flagging up new stages as you get to 
them, checking that the supervisee is reading to move on. 

1  Supervisee enters the 
supervision process 
through the hosting and 
containing work of the 
supervisor: set up of 
room; preparation 
beforehand; welcome; 
prayer.  

Greenwich Foot Tunnel



supporting a 
change of 
culture from 
isolation 
towards trust

What is supervision 
achieving in the MCB?

building 
accountable 
relationships 
between 
colleagues who 
share a serious 
mission

Giving a clarity 
of focus



 Leach & Paterson 2015, Pastoral Supervision: A Handbook, SCM

 Holiness issue 3.1

 Bill Mullally, ‘The effect of presence and power in the pastoral 
supervisory relationship’

 Jane Leach, ‘On visiting the sick: the art of pastoral 
conversation.’ 

Further resources available at:

https://www.methodist.org.uk/for-
churches/ministry/supervision/training-and-resources/resource-list/
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